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Her feet are roots
her head comprehensible
as cloud.

She lay down in the murk of her,
sickness leaking in her throat,
a windpipe without wind—
what is life but a practice
of bending down to die. She slept.
She ate.

She bought some land.
She built a house.
She was tall but shortened.
Briefly, she tended children.
Tree of children.
Meadow child. Fruit
in mouth of child.

A human face,
the greeting that it makes of teeth.
Like the verb, living is a trick
of action. What she imagined
might have happened.

The up and down of stem.
The wavering of stem.
What a brief summer that was.

How plants communicate
through roots, how she imagined
some nights she might discern,
a click, a groan, how sickness
slowed her wit,
sharped her quick.

What does a woman
have? A heart, a node,
hands like fragile leaves,
a tendency, a willingness
to lie down in the dirt.

The nature of stem:
to be straw, the fate
of stems: to be cultivated 
into the earth
for next year’s grass.

The stars hang upside down,
the earth becomes a sky,
the earth, you know, is heaven.
That summer she was a line
of golden green, connecting
rock to rock—

the lake that summer,
the house, the table, the wine
they drank, the lips she painted
poppy red. The world so drunk
on self. 

Petals on the ground for one
glorifying day. How brief 
beauty is
and will be, briefly,
then and then again.
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